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Abstract—Providing real-time voice support over multihop ad hoc wireless networks (AWNs) is a challenging task. The standard

retransmission-based strategies proposed in the literature are poorly matched to voice applications because of timeliness and large

overheads involved in transmitting small-sized voice packets. To make a voice application feasible over AWNs, the perceived voice

quality must be improved while not significantly increasing the packet overhead. We suggest packet-level media-dependent adaptive

forward error correction (FEC) at the application layer in tandem with multipath transport for improving the voice quality. Since adaptive

FEC masks packet losses in the network, at the medium access control (MAC) layer, we avoid retransmissions (hence, no

acknowledgments) in order to reduce the control overhead and end-to-end delay. Further, we exploit the combined strengths of

layered coding and multiple description (MD) coding for supporting error-resilient voice communication in AWNs. We propose an

efficient packetization scheme in which the important substream of the voice stream is protected adaptively with FEC depending on the

loss rate present in the network and is transmitted over two maximally node-disjoint paths. The less important substream of the voice

stream is encoded into two descriptions, which are then transmitted over two maximally node-disjoint paths. The performance of our

scheme (packet-level media-dependent adaptive FEC scheme) is evaluated in terms of two parameters: residual packet loss rate

(RPLR, packet loss rate after FEC recovery) and average burst length (ABL, average length of consecutive packet losses after FEC

recovery) of voice data after FEC recovery. The sets of equations leading to the analytical formulation of both RPLR and ABL are first

given for a renewal error process. The values of both these parameters depend on FEC-Offset (r, the distance between original voice

frame and piggybacked redundant voice frame) and loss rate present in the network. Then, these parameters are computed for a

Gilbert-Elliott (GE) two-state Markov error model and compared with experimental data. Our scheme adaptively selects the

FEC-Offset (it chooses r that minimizes RPLR and ABL as much as possible) based on the loss rate feedback obtained from the

destination. The proposed scheme achieves significant gains in terms of reduced frame loss rate (FLR), reduced control overhead, and

minimum end-to-end delay and almost doubles the perceived voice quality compared to the existing approaches.

Index Terms—Ad hoc networks, voice frame, layered coding, multiple description coding, forward error correction, packetization

scheme, voice quality, multipath transport, multimedia.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

AD hoc wireless networks (AWNs) are formed by a set of
mobile nodes that communicate with each other over a

wireless channel without the help of any preexisting
infrastructure. Nodes cooperate to forward packets for
effecting communication between any two nodes that are
not directly within the wireless transmission range of one
another. Since these networks can be deployed rapidly and
flexibly, they are attractive for numerous potential applica-
tions, ranging from emergency and rescue operations to
real-time multimedia communications for disaster areas.
Real-time multimedia applications can tolerate packet

losses to some extent (up to 5 percent) but are highly delay
sensitive (typically for interactive voice communication, the
end-to-end delay should be less than 200 ms [1]). In this
paper, we focus mainly on providing voice support over
AWNs, because it (voice over an AWN) is potentially a key
application in many current and proposed scenarios. When
transmitting voice data, continuous delivery with limited
packet loss rate is of primary importance than trying to
achieve zero packet loss rate by employing retransmission-
based strategies. For a packet to be useful at its destination,
the destination should receive the packet before its playout
time. Playout time is defined as the time instant at which
the packet should be played out at the destination. Thus,
each packet has to reach the destination within the specified
deadline (its playout time), after which it becomes useless.

The unique characteristics of the voice communication,
such as small payload size (typically 20 bytes) and timely
arrival of the packets at the destination, make it very
challenging to deploy over AWNs. In wireless networks, in
addition to packetization overheads (i.e., header informa-
tion of the medium access control (MAC) and other higher
layers as in wire-line networks), each packet should also
include a preamble for synchronization, which typically
occurs on a packet-by-packet basis. Also, after receipt of
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each packet, the receiver needs to send an acknowledgment
(ACK) to indicate a successful reception, which further
increases the control overhead. Thus, the performance of such
networks is poor for small data payloads common in voice
communication. In a single-hop network, every node is
within the radio range of every other node, and hence, the
end-to-end delay is not too large. However, in the multihop
scenario, the source and destination may be several hops
away and packets need to be forwarded by the intermediate
nodes, causing delays at each hop. As a result, the end-to-end
delay can become quite large, especially due to packets of a
multihop flow contending with each other for the shared
channel at successive hops, thereby making voice commu-
nication very challenging. The quality of voice call degrades
as packet loss and delay increase. Extreme losses may
render the speech unintelligible. Likewise, as the end-to-end
delay increases, the interaction between call participants
becomes more difficult to establish.

In this paper, we propose a scheme which effectively
combines adaptive forward error correction (FEC), layered
coding, and multiple description (MD) coding to achieve
significant performance gains in terms of perceived voice
quality, frame loss rate (FLR), and end-to-end delay. Given a
voice stream, using a layered coder (LC), it can be encoded
into two substreams, viz., important and less important
substreams [2]. The important substream and less impor-
tant substream are called base layer (BL) substream and
enhancement layer (EL) substream, respectively. In the
proposed scheme, the BL substream is protected with an
adaptive FEC mechanism and is transmitted over two
maximally node-disjoint paths in order to increase the
success probability of packet reception. The EL substream is
further encoded into two descriptions using MD coder, and
each description is sent along with the BL substream. Each
voice packet contains the adaptive FEC-protected BL and
one of the two EL descriptions. As we explain later (in
Section 3), due to this effective packetization, better perceived
voice quality can be achieved as the scheme is more immune
to packet losses in the network. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 briefly discusses the related
work. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the
proposed packetization scheme. Sections 4 and 5 discuss the
analytical framework and simulation results, respectively.
Finally, Section 6 contains concluding remarks.

2 RELATED WORK

Some of the earlier works [3], [4], [5] have addressed the
issue of supporting voice communication over AWNs.
These works focus on optimizing packet length, employing
forward error control within a packet, reservation policies,
bandwidth reuse technique, and retransmission strategies.
In [4], a single description coded video transmission system
is modeled and analyzed using a combination of packet-
level FEC and path diversity. The authors of [5] proposed a
proxy-based solution for enhancing the performance of
UDP/IP traffic over 802.11b-based wireless networks. In [6],
a low-delay interleaving and conditional retransmission
scheme was proposed to improve the video quality for
wireless video. The impact of using media-dependent FEC
in VoIP flows over the Internet was discussed in [7]. The
authors of [8] deal with energy consumption of FEC on
wireless devices, whereas the authors of [9] describe a

hybrid simulation tool for the evaluation of voice transmis-
sion through a large wireless network with different
network parameters such as mobility and traffic congestion.

All the above works do not explicitly concentrate on
reducing the large overheads incurred by small-sized voice
packets and do not exploit the combined strength of FEC,
layered coding, and MD coding for supporting voice
communication over AWNs. Even though there exist
several multipath routing protocols for AWNs, the focus
has mainly been on the support of delay-insensitive data
applications, rather than on improving end-to-end perfor-
mance for real-time traffic.

A potentially promising approach to reduce the voice
packet loss rate is to establish multiple paths between the
source and destination of a session and to use speech coding
schemes that take advantage of the existence of multiple
paths. One such coding scheme is MD coding [10], in which
a voice stream is encoded into multiple independent
substreams (descriptions). These descriptions can be de-
coded independently to produce a voice stream of basic
quality. MD coding does not require prioritized transmis-
sion as all descriptions have equal importance. When more
descriptions are received, the decoder can gradually
increase the quality. Since the probability of losing all
descriptions is relatively low, it performs better than LC at
higher packet loss rates. MD coding has a rich history [11],
[12], [13] and has been studied extensively in the literature.
However, there is no prior work that integrates design
concepts across multiple layers to provide an integrated
system suitable for supporting real-time voice applications
over AWNs.

In [3], a combination of interpacket redundancy, MD
coding, and path diversity was used to provide speech
support over AWNs. However, the authors modified the
IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol to provide interpacket redun-
dancy. By applying MD coding on the whole voice stream,
they obtained two descriptions which are then, respectively,
transmitted over two paths set up by the routing module.
Our work mainly differs with [3], in terms of providing an
efficient packetization scheme wherein we use adaptive
FEC at the BL and MD coding at the EL. The idea of
protecting the BL substream strongly when the loss rate in
the network is high by using adaptive FEC (alternatively the
BL substream is less protected when the loss rate is low)
and applying MD coding to the EL substream to improve
the perceived voice quality have not been exploited
particularly for transmitting voice over AWNs in earlier
attempts. Preliminary results show that by exploiting the
strengths of FEC, LC, and MD coding, the mechanisms
proposed in our scheme can indeed provide better voice
quality and reduced packet loss rate than other related
approaches [2], [3] for real-time voice.

3 AN EFFICIENT PACKETIZATION SCHEME

During voice communication, if the number of lost voice
packets is higher than that tolerated by the listener, then
either an error control or loss recovery mechanism is
required. Typical mechanisms fall in one of the two classes,
viz., closed-loop mechanisms and open-loop mechanisms
[14]. Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) mechanisms are
closed-loop mechanisms where the source retransmits lost
packets as reported by the destination. ARQ mechanisms
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are typically not acceptable for interactive speech commu-
nication because they increase the end-to-end delay, and
thus, the packets might miss the deadline. FEC mechan-
isms are open-loop mechanisms, where redundant data is
transmitted along with the original data so that (at least
some of) the lost original data can be recovered from the
redundant data. FEC mechanisms can be further classified
into two categories: media independent and media specific.
In media-independent FEC-based methods, the redundant
information can be sent in the form of parity packets [15].
The parity packets are generated from the original packets
using a mathematical function, and thus, the redundant
information is independent of the captured voice data.
However, media-independent FEC schemes are not well
suited for interactive voice because they require that data
to be broken up into blocks, which in practice would be of
large size. Thus, the use of such schemes would add a
nonnegligible block delay (delay incurred while waiting for
packets that belong to a block) to the end-to-end delay,
thereby affecting the interaction between the participants.
Media-specific schemes piggyback information about the
voice packet(s) that correspond to present period with later
packets, as shown in Fig. 1. If a packet n� i that has a
redundant encoding copy in packet n is lost, then the
application has to wait for packet n to recover from the
loss. Thus, the application can recover a lost packet with
i packets worth of delay. We use media-specific FEC for
providing protection to the voice stream in our scheme.

3.1 Motivation

Our proposed scheme is based on the following observa-
tion. In layered encoded voice communication, the BL
substream has a special significance over EL substream. If
some or all the bits of EL substream are corrupted or lost
and if only the BL substream is available at the destination,
then it can still decode the BL substream to obtain degraded

but acceptable quality (i.e., base quality). Therefore, if the
BL substream is protected adaptively based on the packet
loss rate in the network, then at least the base quality can be
guaranteed for the ongoing session. However, the amount
of protection should always be kept low in order to reduce
the overhead. To increase the perceived voice quality while
minimizing the redundancy (packet overhead), the EL
substream is encoded into two descriptions using MD
coding (we explain this in Section 3.2) and transmitted
along two maximally node-disjoint paths.

In the proposed packetization scheme, we suggested to
use multipath transport (to sustain packet losses in the
network due to path breaks and lossy links) at the network
layer. In particular, we used two maximally node-disjoint
paths between source and destination nodes instead of three
or four paths. As mentioned in [16], a maximum of 50 percent
improvement in throughput can be achieved in a multihop
wireless network if we use two independent paths between
source and destination, and transmit data in a round-robin
fashion. If we set up more than two paths between source
and destination nodes, then it will increase the overall
network traffic, leading to collisions and congestion, and,
thus, affecting the performance of the network.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of two-path transport
scheme, we ran experiments to measure FLR, normalized
packet overhead (NPO), voice quality in terms of Perceptual
Evaluation Speech Quality Mean Opinion Score (PESQ-
MOS), and number of collisions per node for varying average
bad time (ABT) under 1-path, 2-path, 3-path, 4-path, 5-path,
and 6-path scenarios. For these experiments, we transmitted
the full voice packets along all paths in a redundant fashion.
Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively, show the changes in FLR,
NPO, PESQ-MOS, and a number of collisions with respect to
ABT. FLR is calculated as [1� Frame Delivery Ratio (FDR)],
where FDR is defined as the ratio of the number of voice
frames received within the deadline by the application layer
of the destination to the number of voice frames sent by the
application layer at the source node. NPO is defined as the
ratio of the total number of packets (control and data)
exchanged over the total number of data packets received in
the network. The PESQ-MOS score [between �0.5 (worst) to
4.5 (best)] is evaluated using the ITU-T perceptual measure-
ment algorithm. A detailed explanation on PESQ-MOS is
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Fig. 1. Typical media-dependent FEC mechanism.

Fig. 2. FLR versus ABT.

Fig. 3. NPO versus ABT.



given in Section 5.3. At each node, the total number of
collisions occurred is measured and is used for computing
the average number of collisions per node in the network.
This metric does not include those packets that are dropped
due to bit errors. We used the NS-2 network simulator [17] to
simulate the above scenarios. The simulation parameters are
specified in Table 1. Mobility is simulated according to the
Random Way Point model [18]. According to this model, the
nodes remain stationary for a certain pause time after which
they move in a randomly chosen direction with a random
velocity chosen uniformly between a specified minimum and
maximum velocities. For all cases of mobility in the network,
we set the pause time to 0 and set the minimum and
maximum speeds to the same value to ensure that the nodes
move at a constant speed. We use Adaptive Multi-Rate Wide
Band (AMR-WB) speech codec with 12.65 Kbps bit rate with a
sample size of 253 bits (� 32 bytes) for sending voice packets
from the source to the destination. Voice packets are
generated at the source following constant bit rate (CBR)
pattern with an interframe time of 20 ms (i.e., 50 voice packets
per second). We have 10 voice flows in the network that start
at random times, and in each voice flow, 15,000 voice packets
are sent from the source to the destination. The total

simulation duration is fixed at 1,000 seconds. The same kind
of simulation setup was used in [19] and the authors showed
that the performance obtained using a simulation duration of
1,000 seconds is similar to that of 4,000 seconds. The RTS-CTS
mechanism is disabled as the voice packet payload size is
relatively very small (� 32 bytes). We modified the Dynamic
Source Routing (DSR) [20] protocol to obtain multiple
maximally node-disjoint routes from the source to the
destination. In all our simulation experiments, we used the
Capture Threshold Model (CTM), the default interference
model in the NS-2 simulator. This model is based on
“capture.” Rather than using a fixed interference range, or
assuming that the nodes to be colocated, collisions are
determined by comparing the desired signal strength at the
receiver, with the level of interference. However, the signal
strength of the packet being received is compared with the
interfering power from a single node at a time, rather than
using the Signal-to-Interference-to-Noise Ratio (SINR) with
cumulative interferences, to determine successful reception.
In spite of its simplistic interference model, the NS-2 is being
widely used to evaluate new proposals for routing and MAC
protocols. Since we used the CTM for evaluating all the
schemes, the CTM overestimates the optimal performance
for all the schemes consistently, and hence, conclusions
drawn in this work are still valid. All the results that we have
shown contain data points averaged over 10 flows. In all our
simulation experiments, we considered that the source and
destination are several hops away from each other. Simula-
tion runs are carried out for 30 seeds, and all the results
conform to 95 percent confidence levels. We used the
modified Gilbert-Elliott (GE) two-state Markov error model
[3] available in the NS-2 for each link to simulate bursty
packet losses in the network. When the state of a path is bad,
all the packets are lost; when the state is good, the packets can
still be lost due to collision or noise. The average dwell time
in the good state is 1,000 ms. The average dwell time in the
bad state (ABT, the average time spent in the bad state) is
varied to simulate bursty packet losses in the network. Unless
otherwise stated, the same simulation setup is used in all our
subsequent simulation experiments.

Table 2 quantitatively compares various schemes with
respect to 1-path and 2-path transport schemes. As
observed from the table, an increase in the number of
paths results in improvement in FLR and voice quality with
respect to 1-path scheme. However, a significant improve-
ment is achieved when we move from 1-path to 2-path
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transport scheme. Further, the number of collisions
increases drastically as we increase the number of paths
in the transmission. Though 3-path (also 4-path, 5-path, and
6-path) scheme slightly improves FLR and voice quality
with respect to 2-path scheme, it results in a significant
increase in NPO and a number of collisions. Thus, the usage
of 2-path transport scheme is more appropriate for voice
transport in AWNs.

3.2 Combining the Strengths of Layered Coding
and MD Coding

By exploiting the strengths of both LC and MD coding, we
propose an effective packetization scheme at the application
level as follows:

1. BL substream is protected using traditional adaptive
FEC and transmitted over two maximally node-disjoint
paths. Depending on the packet loss rate in the network, the
FEC-Offset (see Fig. 6) is varied, and thus, the BL is
strongly protected.

2. EL substream is encoded into two descriptions to take
advantage of multipath transmission and to reduce the
packet overhead. Each path carries one of the two descrip-
tions of the original EL substream. When both the descrip-
tions are received at the destination, the destination voice
application can retrieve the original EL substream from the
two descriptions. However, if only one of them is received,
then the received description contributes in improving the
quality of the BL substream. Each transmitted packet
contains the FEC-protected BL and one of the two descrip-
tions of the EL. Thus, with high probability, both the BL
substream and one of the two descriptions of the EL
substream are received (even in the presence of packet losses
in the network), and hence, the quality of the received stream
is better than the base quality. To illustrate the above
techniques, we consider the AMR-WB speech codec [21]
with 12.65 Kbps bit rate. The AMR-WB speech codec has
been originally developed by the Third Generation Partner-
ship Project (3GPP) to be used in GSM and 3G cellular
systems. The coding scheme is the Algebraic Code Excited
Linear Prediction. Voice activity detection, comfort noise

generation, source-controlled rate operation, and error
concealment of lost frames are also provided in the
specifications. The multirate codec has eight encoding modes
ranging from 6.6 to 23.85 Kbps. The codec is adaptive in the
sense that it can switch its bit rate every 20 ms of speech data
depending upon channel and network conditions. At the
output of the encoder, bits are ordered according to their
subjective importance and further divided into three classes
with decreasing perceptual importance of Class A, Class B,
and Class C. The AMR-WB (for a 12.65-Kbps rate) speech
codec produces a voice packet of size 253 bits, as shown in
Fig. 7a. The 253 bits of the AMR-WB voice packet can be
classified into 72 important (BL or Class A) bits and 181 less
important (EL or Class B) bits, as shown in Fig. 7b. There are
no Class C bits in this mode. The packet formats for paths 1
and 2 are shown in Figs. 7c and 7d, respectively. For the sake
of simplicity, we employ even-odd decomposition method to
get two descriptions from the EL bits, as shown in MDC-1
and MDC-2 parts of Figs. 7c and 7d, respectively.

3.3 Working Mechanism of Packetization Scheme

As shown in Fig. 8, AMR-WB Layered Codec takes a raw
voice frame as the input and produces the BL substream
and one EL substream. The EL substream is encoded into
two descriptions by the EL Multiple Description Codec (EL-
MD Codec). The source node then creates two voice packet
entities by using the BL substream and the corresponding
two descriptions (Figs. 7c and 7d). Both voice packet
entities contain the same sequence number. Each of these
voice packet entities is then encapsulated into a UDP packet
and then sent down to the network layer. Network layer
then tries to transmit them on two maximally node-disjoint
paths. If only single path exists then both the voice packet
entities that correspond to the same voice frame will be
routed along the same path. At the MAC layer, we use 0-
retransmissions (we will explain the reason for this in the
next section). At the destination side before accepting a
voice packet, its timestamp is checked to see whether it is
received before the deadline or not. In case it has missed its
deadline, the packet is dropped.

If both voice packet entities (that contain the same
sequence number and, thus, correspond to a single voice
frame) are received within the deadline by the destination
voice application, the EL-MD Codec then recombines the
two EL descriptions of these two voice packet entities to get
the original EL packet. If it receives only one of the voice
packet entities, then the bits corresponding to the other
description are made zeros, before the EL packet is given to
AMR-WB Layered Codec. The AMR-WB Layered Codec
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combines the BL and EL packets to obtain the original (or
degraded) voice frame. On the other hand, if both the voice
packet entities are lost in the transmission, then the voice
application uses FEC to recover from the loss of voice frame.

For the redundant information to be most effective,
the FEC-Offset should be varied dynamically based on the
actual loss rate in the network. The voice application at the
source node should estimate the target perceived loss rate
(i.e., loss rate after FEC decoding) at the destination and it
should choose the optimal FEC-Offset that will yield the
target perceived loss rate closest to the minimum. The voice
application module at the source holds FEC-Offset para-
meter and FEC Buffer to serve the purpose of adaptive FEC
mechanism. The FEC Buffer temporarily holds the recently
transmitted voice frames so that these frames can be
piggybacked to the ongoing voice packets as FEC data.
The FEC-Offset is used for piggybacking FEC data
adaptively along with the original voice frame. The voice
application module finds the best possible FEC-Offset

based on the network loss parameters p and q received from

the destination node. These parameters p and q denote the

transition probabilities between states 0 (corresponds to

correct reception) and 1 (corresponds to loss of a packet),

respectively, in a GE model. The GE model is a two-state

Markovian error model [22] with geometrically distributed

residence times and is shown in Fig. 9. The parameter p is

defined as the probability that the next packet is lost,

provided the previous one has arrived, and parameter q is

defined as the probability that the next packet is received,

provided the previous one has lost (the following section

describes how p and q values are calculated from the packet

history and also illustrates the adaptive FEC mechanism).

We propose the following schemes for providing the

feedback information (network loss parameters, p and q)

to the source node:

. Scheme for one-way voice communication. In this
scenario, the destination node periodically sends
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an explicit packet containing feedback parameters to
the source to reflect the network state (due to the
absence of reverse direction traffic).

. Scheme for interactive voice communication. In this
scenario, the feedback parameters are piggybacked
to the incoming voice packets, and thus, the over-
head is reduced compared to the previous scheme.
However, to tackle the longer periods of silence in
the reverse direction, we could use a timer called
MAX_SILENCE_TIMER. If this timer expires, then
the destination node sends an explicit packet
containing the feedback parameters to the source
node without waiting for an outgoing voice packet
to piggyback these parameters.

3.4 Adaptive FEC Mechanism of Packetization
Scheme

In this section, we describe how the source adaptively
adjusts the FEC-Offset, r, for reducing the packet loss rate
after FEC recovery and the packet overhead. The destina-
tion node maintains a packet count history in order to
measure the packet loss rate (in terms of p, q) in the network.
The packet count history contains the sequence numbers of
successfully received voice frames over a time window. On
receiving a packet along one of the two paths, the
destination node updates the packet count history with
the corresponding packet’s sequence number. Using the
packet count history, the destination node calculates the
values of parameters p and q as follows: Let mi, i ¼
1; 2; 3; 4; 5; � � � ; n� 1 denote the number of loss bursts
having length i, where n� 1 is the length of the longest
loss burst. Let m0 denote the number of delivered packets.
The parameters p and q are calculated as

p ¼
Pn�1

i¼1 mi

� �
m0

and ð1Þ

q ¼ 1�
Pn�1

i¼2 mi � ði� 1Þ
� �

Pn�1
i¼1 mi � i

� � ¼
Pn�1

i¼1 mi

� �
Pn�1

i¼1 mi � i
� � : ð2Þ

The destination node periodically calculates these
parameters and feeds them back to the source. The
media-dependent FEC performance is dependent on the
burstiness of the underlying packet-loss process. Generally,
the lesser bursty the packet losses are, the better the
performance achieved by media-dependent FEC. In order
to achieve the best perceived quality, the FEC mechanism
must be highly adaptive. The source node cannot blindly
increase FEC-Offset, r for achieving better perceived voice
quality because of the following reasons. First, the higher
the FEC-Offset value, the longer the waiting time that the

destination should wait for recovering the lost voice frame.
Second, there may be a situation that the Residual Packet
Loss Rate (RPLR, packet loss rate after FEC recovery) is less
for a particular FEC-Offset value but the Average Burst
Length (ABL, average length of consecutive packet losses
after FEC recovery) may be higher (as shown in Figs. 19
and 20, refer to Section 4.5 for detailed explanation).

Hence, while selecting the optimal FEC-Offset, impor-
tance should be given to both RPLR and ABL as the
packet-loss recovery mechanism at the destination node
cannot sustain high burstiness and may not benefit
from FEC mechanism. We observe that selecting the
FEC-Offset, r that has minimum ABL if the target
perceived loss rate of the destination, RPLRðp; q; rÞ (esti-
mated at the source), is � 5 percent (where 5 percent is the
maximum tolerable voice packet loss rate) and for all other
cases choosing r that has the minimum RPLR, provides the
best possible perceived voice quality. The selection criteria
of FEC-Offset is summarized in Algorithm 1. Section 4
deals with how we estimate the RPLR and ABL given
FEC-Offset and packet loss parameters p and q.

Algorithm 1. Calculate FEC-Offset value given ðp; qÞ
Input: Network Loss Parameters p and q

Output: FEC-Offset, r

Begin

Offset  MAX OFFSET /* MAX OFFSET refers to

maximum FEC-Offset value */

/* Check whether there exists an FEC-Offset such that

RPLR � 5 percent */

for r 1 to MAX OFFSET do

/* Calculate the perceived loss rate, RPLR and avg.

burst length, ABL that are seen by the dest. */

RPLR½r�  RPLRðp; q; rÞ /* refer (6), Section 4 */

ABL½r�  ABLðp; q; rÞ /* refer (7), Section 4 */

if RPLR½r� � 5 percent then

FLAG TRUE;

Burst Size ABL½r�
end if

end for

/* Find the FEC-Offset that has minimum ABL if

RPLR � 5 percent */

if FLAG ¼ TRUE then

for r 1 to MAX OFFSET do

if RPLR½r� � 5 percent and ABL½r� � Burst Size
then

Offset  r /* save the Offset value */
Burst Size ABL½r�

end if

end for

end if

return Offset

End

3.5 Impact of MAC-Retransmissions on the Network
Traffic

An important point to be noted here is that the usage of
multipath transport almost doubles the network traffic,
even though it provides benefits such as better error
resilience, failure recovery (using path redundancy), and
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reducing correlated losses along a given path. At the MAC
layer, if the data packet is successfully received, then the
receiver sends an ACK to the sender node. However, if an
ACK is not received, then the data packet is assumed to be
lost and a retransmission is scheduled by the sender node.
In 802.11 MAC standard, up to seven retransmissions are
allowed before a packet is dropped.

Since in our scheme we employ multipath transport at
the network layer and FEC at the application layer, it
conceals packet losses in the network. Therefore, MAC
retransmissions are redundant and they unnecessarily
increase the network traffic. In a single-hop wireless
network, the overhead for transmission of ACK frame is
minimal and the contribution to end-to-end delay would
not be particularly significant for somewhat infrequent
single retransmission attempts. However, in a multihop
wireless network, MAC-level ACKs and retransmissions
may increase the network traffic and end-to-end delay.
Therefore, in our scheme, we disable the ACK mechanism
at the MAC layer and set the number of MAC retransmis-
sions to 0 (so that the lost packets will not be retransmitted).
This will reduce the unnecessary ACK packet overhead and
helps in decreasing the network traffic. If there are any lost
packets in the voice stream, then the receiver will try to
conceal the packet loss using the FEC mechanism.

In the following, we describe the gains that can be
obtained by eliminating ACKs at the MAC layer and
employing FEC at the application layer. We explore three
schemes to find the effectiveness of FEC at the application
layer and the number of retransmissions at the MAC layer.
We used the NS-2 network simulator [17], and the simulation
parameters are specified in Table 1. For all the simulations,
we set delaythreshold ¼ 200 ms. Refer to Section 3.1 for
complete simulation setup details. In the following three
schemes, FEC with offset 1 (packet n� 1 is piggybacked
along with packet n) is applied at the application layer. For
all the schemes, a voice packet is considered to be lost if
redundant copies, both original and reconstructed (after FEC
recovery), of that packet are lost. While varying mobility, the
ABT is kept constant at 30 ms:

. FMAC7. In this scheme, seven MAC-level retrans-
missions are used at the MAC layer.

. FMAC1. In this scheme, one MAC-level retransmis-
sion is used at the MAC layer.

. FMAC0. In this scheme, MAC-level retransmissions
are disabled (and, thus, no ACKs) at the MAC layer.

Fig. 10 shows the FLR for varying ABT (the average time
spent in the bad state of GE model, see Section 3.1). Since
both FMAC1 and FMAC7 schemes employ retransmissions
to recover from transmission failures, under high loads they
increase network traffic, thereby increasing both end-to-end
delay and FLR. However, FMAC0 scheme shows that by just
applying FEC at the application layer and going for 0-
retries (no ACKs) at the MAC layer, better FLR and end-to-
end delay can be achieved. Figs. 11 and 12, respectively,
show the FLR and end-to-end delay for varying mobility. As
the mobility increases, there are more path breaks which
cause burst losses in the network. For both FMAC1 and
FMAC7 schemes, the advantage of adding FEC at the
application layer is nullified, due to an increase in the
network traffic causing more collisions and increasing
average burst length. Thus, FMAC0 performs better than
both FMAC1 and FMAC7 schemes. Hence, we employ
FMAC0 mechanism in our scheme for achieving the best
possible voice quality.
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Fig. 10. FLR versus ABT. Fig. 11. FLR versus mobility.

Fig. 12. End-to-end delay versus mobility.



4 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we derive analytical expressions for the
average burst length and the average packet loss rate by
considering the renewal error process. We first provide a
brief introduction to the renewal error process and then
proceed to analyze the loss pattern in the case of a typical
media-dependent FEC. We assume that the loss process can
be modeled with a renewal error process. In other words,
the lengths of consecutive inter-error intervals (also called
gaps) are assumed to be independently and identically
distributed. For the sake of clarity, assume that every packet
is assigned a binary value 0 or 1 corresponding to correctly
received and lost packets, respectively.

4.1 Renewal Error Process

For a renewal error process, the lengths of successive gaps
are independent and distributed according to a common
distribution [23]. Let pðiÞ denote the probability that exactly
i� 1 0s follow a 1, i.e.,

pðiÞ ¼ Prð0i�11j1Þ; ð3Þ

where 0i�1 is a shorthand for i� 1 successive 0’s. Let P ðiÞ
denote the probability that at least i� 1 0s follow a given
error, i.e.,

P ðiÞ ¼ Prð0i�1j1Þ: ð4Þ

Similarly, let qðiÞ denote the probability that exactly i� 1 1s
follow a 0, i.e., qðiÞ ¼ Prð1i�10j0Þ, and let QðiÞ denote the
probability that at least i� 1 1s follow a 0, i.e.

QðiÞ ¼ Prð1i�1j0Þ: ð5Þ

Let �1 ð�0Þ denote steady-state probability of 1 (0). Rðm;nÞ
denotes the probability that exactly m� 1 1s (errors) occur
in the next n� 1 bits following an error can be easily
computed by the following recursion:

Rðm;nÞ

¼
pðnÞ; for m ¼ 1 and n � 1;Pn�mþ1

s¼1 pðiÞRðm� 1; n� iÞ; for 2 � m � n:

�

4.2 Calculation of Residual Packet Loss Rate

A packet n cannot be recovered after decoding, if both
packets n and nþ r are lost. Thus, to calculate the residual
packet loss rate, it is sufficient to find the probability of the
event where we have two 1s separated by r� 1 bits each of
which can be either a 1 or 0, as shown in Fig. 13. The
probability of the first 1 is given by �1. The r� 1 bits that
follow this 1 can have any number of 0s. Thus, we sum up

the probabilities, Rðm; rÞ, that exactly m� 1 errors occur
between the 1s, for 1 � m � r. So, the Residual Packet Loss
Rate ðRPLRÞ is given by

RPLRðp; q; rÞ ¼
Xr
m¼1

�1 �Rðm; rÞ: ð6Þ

4.3 Calculation of Average Burst Length

When we say that a maximum burst of i packets have been
lost, it means that both the original packets as well as their
(FEC) copies are lost. Let pj denote the probability that the
burst length is j, which excludes that jþ 1 packets are lost
in a sequence. We have two cases depending on the values
of r and j.

4.3.1 The Bursts of the Original and the Copy Packets

Do Not Overlap, i.e., ðj� 1Þ < r

In order to obtain an expression for pj in this case, we
consider the cases when the burst length is j. The burst
length is j (but not jþ 1), in the following cases. The
sequence of original and corresponding copy packets are
both lost and one of the following happens:

Case 1. The packet after (before) the burst of original
packets is lost (not lost) and the packet after the
corresponding burst of copy packets is not lost, as depicted
in Fig. 14. We denote the probability of this case as pj;01	0.

Case 2. The packets before and after the burst of original
packets are not lost, as depicted in Fig. 15. We denote the
probability of this case as pj;00		.

Case 3. The packets before and after the burst of
original packets are lost and the packets before and after
the corresponding burst of copy packets are not lost, as
depicted in Fig. 16. We denote the probability of this case
as pj;1100.
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Fig. 13. Calculating residual packet loss rate.

Fig. 14. An illustration of Case 1.

Fig. 15. An illustration of Case 2.

Fig. 16. An illustration of Case 3.



Case 4. The packet before (after) the burst of original
packets is lost (not lost) and the packet before the
corresponding burst of copy packets is not lost, as depicted
in Fig. 17. We denote the probability of this case as pj;100	.
Summing up all the above probabilities, we have pj ¼
pj;01	0 þ pj;00		 þ pj;1100 þ pj;100	: We now proceed to give
expressions for each of the above probabilities. In the first
case (Case 1), as shown in Fig. 14, we have a 0 followed by
jþ 1 1s followed by r� j� 1 bits, which can be either a 0 or
a 1 followed by j 1s and ending with a 0. The probability of
the first 0 is given by �0. Then, the probability of the first
one following it is given by Qð2Þ. The probability of no
zeros in the next j bits is given by Rðj; jÞ. The next r� j� 1
bits followed by a 1 can have any number, t� 1, of errors,
the probability of which is given by Rðt; r� jÞ, for
1 � t � r� j. The next j� 1 bits are 1s which are followed
by a 0, the probability of which is given by Rðj� 1; j� 1Þ
and P ð2Þ, respectively. Thus, it follows that

pj;01	0 ¼�0 �Qð2Þ �Rðj; jÞ �
Xr�j
t¼1

R t; ðr� jÞð Þ
" #

�Rðj� 1; j� 1Þ � P ð2Þ:

In the second case (Case 2), as shown in Fig. 15, we
have a 0 followed by j 1s followed by r� j bits where the
first bit has to be 0 and the rest can be either 0 or 1. This is
then followed by j 1s. The probability of the first 0 is given
by �0. Then, the probability of the first one following it is
given by Qð2Þ.

The probability of no zeros in the next j� 1 bits is given
by Rðj� 1; j� 1Þ. The next r� j bits following the last 1 has
to be a 0 followed by r� j� 1 arbitrary bits. In order to
calculate the probability for these r� j bits, we divide this
case further into two subcases. In the first subcase, all these
r� j are 0s. The probability of which is given by
Rð1; r� jþ 1Þ. In the second subcase, these r� j bits are
composed of m1 0s, 1 � m1 � r� j� 1, followed by a 1 and
s ¼ r� j� ðm1 þ 1Þ arbitrary bits. The probability of the m1

0s followed by a 1 is given by Rð1;m1 þ 1Þ. The probability
of next s bits can be calculated similarly to Case 1 shown

above, by considering t� 1 errors in them, for all
1 � t � r� j�m1. The next j bits are 1s, the probability

of which is given by Rðj� 1; j� 1Þ. Thus

pj;00		 ¼ �0 �Qð2Þ �Rðj� 1; j� 1Þ

�
" Xr�j�1

m1¼1

Xr�j�m1

t¼1

Rð1; tþ 1ÞRðt; r� j�m1Þ

þRð1; r� jþ 1Þ
#
�Rðj� 1; j� 1Þ:

In the third case (Case 3), as shown in Fig. 16, we have a 1

followed by jþ 1 1s followed by r� j� 1 bits where last bit

has to be 0 and the rest can be either 0 or 1. This is then

followed by j 1s and a 0.
The probability of the first 1 is given by �1. The

probability of no 0s in the next jþ 1 bits is given by

Rðjþ 1; jþ 1Þ. The next r� j� 1 bits following the last 1
has to be r� j� 2 arbitrary bits followed by a 0. In order to

calculate the probability for these r� j� 1 bits, we divide
this case further into two subcases. In the first subcase, all
these r� j� 1 are 0s. The probability of which is given by

Rð1; r� jÞ. In the second subcase, these r� j� 1 bits start
with s ¼ r� j� 1� ðm1 þ 1Þ arbitrary bits and end with a 1

and m2 0s, 1 � m1 � r� j� 2. The probability of s bits can
be calculated similarly as above, by considering t� 1 errors
in them, for all 1 � t � r� j�m2 � 1. The probability of

following m2 0s is given by Rð1;mþ 2þ 1Þ. The next jþ 1

bits are 1s followed by a 0, the probability of which is given

by Rðj� 1; j� 1Þ � P ð2Þ. Thus

pj;1100 ¼�1 �Rðjþ 1; jþ 1Þ

�
"
Rð1; r� jÞ þ

Xr�j�2

m2¼1

Xr�j�m2�1

t¼1

Rðt; r� j� 1�m2Þ

�Rð1;m2 þ 1Þ
#
�Rðj� 1; j� 1Þ � P ð2Þ:

In the last case (case 4), as shown in Fig. 17, we have jþ 1

1s followed by r� j bits where the first and last bits are 0.

This is then followed by j 1s. The probability of the first 1 is

given by �1. The next j bits are 1s, the probability of which

is given by Rðj; jÞ.
To calculate the probability of the next r� j bits, we

divide this case into three subcases. In the first subcase, all

these r� j bits are 0s, the probability of which is given by

Rð1; r� jþ 1Þ. In the second subcase, these r� j bits consist

of m1 0s, 1 � m1 � r� j� 2, followed by a 1 and the rest of

the bits being 0s, the probability being Rð1;m1 þ 1Þ �
Rð1; r� j�m1Þ for a particular m1. In the final subcase,

these r� j bits consist of m1 0s, 1 � m1 � r� j� 3,

followed by a 1, which is followed by a number of arbitrary

bits and a 1 and m2 0s, 1 � m2 � r� j�m1 � 2. The

probability of the first m1 and the last m2 0 bits along with

the following 1s is given by Rð1;m1 þ 1Þ and Rð1;m2 þ 1Þ,
respectively. The probability of the s ¼ r� j� 1�m1 �m2

arbitrary bits can be calculated as below by considering
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Fig. 17. An illustration of Case 4.



t� 1 errors, 1 � t � r� j� l�m1 �m2. Hence, finally

we get

pj;100	 ¼�1 �Rðj; jÞ

�
"
Rð1; r� jþ 1Þ þ

Xr�j�2

m1¼1

Rð1;m1 þ 1Þ

þ
Xr�j�3

m1¼1

Xr�j�m1�2

m2¼1

Rð1;m1 þ 1Þ

�
 Xr�j�1�m1�m2

t¼1

Rðt; r� j� 1�m1 �m2Þ

�Rð1;m2 þ 1Þ
!#
�Rðj� 1; j� 1Þ:

4.3.2 The Bursts of the Original and the Copy Packets

Overlap, i.e., ðj� 1Þ � r
In this case, as shown in Fig. 18, we have a 0 followed by a
sequence of rþ j 1s and a 0. The probability of the first 0 is
given by �0. The first 1 that occurs after this 0 occurs with a
probability of Qð2Þ. The probability of the next rþ j� 1 1s
and the following 0 is given by Rðrþ j� 1; rþ j� 1Þ and
P ð2Þ, respectively. Thus,

pj ¼ �0 �Qð2Þ �Rðrþ j� 1; rþ j� 1Þ � P ð2Þ:

From the above two cases, the average burst length is
given by

ABLðp; q; rÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1

j� p0j
n

; ð7Þ

where

p0j ¼
pjPn
j¼1 pj

and

pj ¼
pj;01	0 þ pj;00		 þ pj;1100 þ pj;100	; if ðj� 1Þ < r;

�0 �Qð2Þ �Rðrþ j� 1; rþ j� 1Þ
�P ð2Þ; otherwise:

8><
>:

4.4 Computing the Values of pðiÞ, P ðiÞ, and QðiÞ for
GE Loss Process

The GE error model, as explained in Section 3.3, is a two-
state Markovian model and can be used to describe the
temporal behavior of packet losses on a link [22], [24]. It has
two states known as good state (or state 0) and bad state (or
state 1). Good and bad states denote the correct reception
and loss of a packet, respectively. p and q are the transition
probabilities between the states. The residence times for
states 0 and 1 are both geometrically distributed with means
1
p and 1

q , respectively. The probability that n consecutive
packets are lost is equal to ð1� qÞ � qn�1, and thus, the
residence time for state 1 is geometrically distributed.

Assuming that the channel loss process can be characterized
by the GE model, we can compute the values of equations
(given in Section 4.1) pðiÞ (3), P ðiÞ (4), and QðiÞ (5). Recall
that for the GE model the steady-state probabilities are
given by

�1 ¼
p

pþ q ;

�0 ¼
q

pþ q ;

and computing the values of pðiÞ, P ðiÞ, and QðiÞ in terms of
p and q, we have

pðiÞ ¼
1� q; if i ¼ 1;

q 	 ð1� pÞi�2 	 p; otherwise;

�

P ðiÞ ¼
1; if i ¼ 1;

q 	 ð1� pÞi�2; otherwise;

�

QðiÞ ¼
1; if i ¼ 1;

p 	 ð1� qÞi�2; otherwise:

�

4.5 Validation

We evaluated the correctness of (6) and (7) by measuring
RPLR and ABL for different network loss rates through
simulations in the NS-2 network simulator. As already
mentioned, we have used the GE two-state Markov error
model [22] available in the NS-2 for each link in our
experiments. The simulation parameters are the same as
shown in Table 1. By setting the good and bad state
probabilities in the GE two-state Markov error model, we
have simulated the bursty packet losses. We plot RPLR and
ABL against FEC-Offset for different network losses (given
in terms of network loss parameters p and q), as shown in
Figs. 19 and 20. The analytical values were calculated from
network loss parameters p and q, and these values
(represented by lines in Figs. 19 and 20) closely match with
simulation results (represented by points in Figs. 19 and 20)
which validate the correctness of RPLR and ABL equations
(see Figs. 19 and 20). We used Mean Square Error (MSE)
metric to quantitatively measure the error between analy-
tical results and simulation results. The MSEs calculated in
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Fig. 18. An illustration for j� 1 � r.

Fig. 19. Residual packet loss rate (percent) (lines correspond to
analytical values and points correspond to simulation values).



Fig. 19 are as follows: 0:641 ðp ¼ 0:099100; q ¼ 0:6327558Þ,
0:590 ðp ¼ 0:029103; q ¼ 0:4932200Þ, 0:563 ðp ¼ 0:990000; q ¼
0:8320000Þ, and 0:294 ðp ¼ 0:060206; q ¼ 0:3330180Þ. Addi-
tionally, the MSEs calculated in Fig. 20 are 0.244, 0.461,
0.322, and 0.381. From the graphs, we make two important
observations. First, the RPLR decreases with increasing
FEC-Offset, r value, and second, the ABL decreases till it
reaches an optimal FEC-Offset, r value after which it again
increases. Hence, selecting FEC-Offset, r value by con-
sidering the point where ABL is minimum gives the best
voice quality.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We simulated our scheme using the NS-2 network
simulator. The simulation parameters are shown in Table 1.
All the simulation setup details are the same as given in
Section 3.1. The background CBR sources generate 30 fixed
size packets (1,500 bytes) per second. The number of
background flows considered are 10. We modified the
DSR [20] protocol to obtain two maximally node-disjoint
routes from source to destination. For all the schemes, a
voice packet is considered to be lost if redundant copies,
both original and reconstructed (after FEC recovery), of that
packet are lost. While varying mobility, the ABT (the
average time spent in the bad state) is kept constant at
30 ms. For traffic other than voice traffic, the default MAC
layer behavior is considered, and acknowledgments are not
turned off. Acknowledgments are turned off only for voice
traffic. We explain the voice packet flow in the network as
follows: On receiving a voice frame from the higher layer,
the IP makes use of precedence (priority) field in the IP
header to mark it as the voice packet. This field helps IP to
distinguish voice packets from other kinds of traffic.
However, this information is not available to the MAC
layer. To provide such information to the MAC layer, we
need support from the network layer protocol (i.e., IP).
When the network layer passes a voice packet to the MAC
queue, it extracts the value of precedence field from the IP
header and passes to the MAC layer. This will allow the

MAC layer to distinguish a voice packet from other type of

packets (control, background, etc.).

5.1 Validation of the Packetization Scheme

Simulation results (FLR and average burst size) are

measured at the application layer of the destination node

by counting the actual number of voice frames received

after decoding. For validating these simulation results, we

measured the actual network loss parameters p and q for a

given flow at the network layer of destination node (i.e.,

before FEC recovery). By substituting these network loss

parameters p, q in (6) and (7), we theoretically determined

the RPLR and ABL. Figs. 21a and 21b show the changes in

FLR for varying mobility and ABT, respectively. Figs. 21c

and 21d show the changes in average burst size for varying

mobility and ABT, respectively. As observed from the

graphs, simulation results closely match with analytical

results. The MSEs computed in Figs. 21a, 21b, 21c, and 21d

are 0.23, 0.54, 0.26, and 0.29, respectively. Our analytical

model is generic such that it depends only on packet losses

(induced by mobility, channel fading, collisions, path

breaks, etc.).

5.2 Packetization Scheme versus Layered Scheme
versus MD Scheme

We compare the following two schemes with our scheme to

evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed packetization

scheme. The 802.11 DCF with 0-MAC retransmissions is

used in all the schemes to ensure fairness while comparing

them.

. Layered Scheme. In this scheme, the raw voice
stream is encoded into the BL substream and one EL
substream using a layered codec [2]. Multipath
transport is used to transmit the BL substream along
one path and the EL substream along another path.
Both the BL and EL packets carry a FEC copy of
previous BL packet. The voice payload sizes (shown
in Table 3) for layered scheme are calculated after
adding FEC copy (BL packet), sequence number, and
timestamp bits to the BL and EL bit streams shown
in Fig. 7b.

. MD Scheme. In this scheme, using MD coding, the
raw voice stream is encoded into two descriptions
[10]. Both the descriptions are protected using FEC
with offset 1. The voice payload size of each
description is 42 bytes after adding sequence
number and timestamp bits (shown in Table 3) [3].

The voice payload sizes of the packetization scheme are

computed in Fig. 7a and are shown in Table 3. For all

simulations, the delaythreshold ¼ 200 ms. The voice packet

size in packetization scheme is adaptive, and it varies from

28 to 36 bytes. If at least the BL (in case of layered scheme

and in packetization scheme) or one of the two descriptions

(in case of MD scheme) is received, then that voice frame is

assumed to be received by the destination successfully. The

overall packet overhead is low in case of packetization

scheme as shown in the last column of Table 3. Thus,

without increasing the packet overhead, our scheme gives

the best performance over other schemes.
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Fig. 20. Average burst length (lines correspond to analytical values and

points correspond to simulation values).



5.2.1 Effect of ABT

Fig. 22 shows the changes in FLR for various schemes by
varying ABT. The FLR of layered scheme increases rapidly,
when the ABT increases beyond 40 ms. Within the allowed
delay, if the BL packet of layered scheme is not received,
then the layered scheme tries to recover it through its FEC
copies present in the succeeding packets. On the other
hand, if the scheme receives just EL packet, it is not useful
for decoding and it still has to wait for succeeding packet to
get its BL bits causing more delays and, thus, more packet
losses. MD scheme performs better than layered scheme.
However, under high ABT, the packetization scheme
outperforms the MD scheme. As the packetization scheme
adaptively adjusts its FEC-Offset based on the network
state, it is able to sustain burst losses better than the MD
scheme. The MD scheme always uses FEC-Offset ¼ 1, and
thus, it cannot sustain bursty losses compared to the
packetization scheme.

Fig. 23 shows the changes in end-to-end delay under ABT

for various schemes. The end-to-end delay in layered scheme

is higher than in the other schemes as it increases the overall

network traffic causing more collisions and more packet

losses. Our packetization scheme performs better than MD
scheme as it uses adaptive FEC and variable packet size,

thus resulting in overall reduction in both packet overhead

and network traffic.
Fig. 24 shows the average size of bursts for various

schemes. When the channel is less bursty (i.e., average bad

state dwell time is under 20 ms), random loss is the

dominant source of loss, and only MD scheme and

packetization scheme can sustain packet losses. When the

channel gets bursty, the average burst size of layered

scheme is relatively high because most of the BL packets are

lost either due to channel burstiness (causing more delays

to receive BL FEC copy). MD scheme has better perfor-

mance compared to layered scheme, but the average burst
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Fig. 21. Comparison between simulation and analytical results of the packetization scheme. (a) FLR versus mobility. (b) FLR versus ABT.
(c) Average burst size versus mobility. (d) Average burst size versus ABT.

TABLE 3
Packet Overheads in Various Schemes



size in the MD scheme is still higher especially when
average bad state dwell time is greater than 40 ms.
However, our packetization scheme employs adaptive
FEC, and hence, it performs better than both layered and
MD schemes.

5.2.2 Effect of Mobility

Fig. 25 shows the overall FLR for varying mobility with a
threshold delay of 200 ms. As shown in the figure, the loss
rates of layered scheme and MD scheme are higher
compared to packetization scheme though MD scheme
performs better than layered scheme. It is because the
packetization scheme employs FEC adaptively, thereby
having better chances of sustaining bursty packet losses
compared to MD scheme. Fig. 26 shows the end-to-end delay
for varying mobility for all the three schemes. As observed
from the figure, our packetization scheme performs better
than the other two schemes.

5.3 Measurement of Perceptual Evaluation Speech
Quality Mean Opinion Score (PESQ-MOS)

At the destination, voice frames are decoded and the Wide
Band (WB) version of ITU perceptual measurement algo-
rithm, PESQ-MOS reference software tool [25], is used to
measure the perceived voice quality. The PESQ-MOS tool
compares the degraded speech with the reference speech
and gives the objective MOS value in a five-point score
ranging from �0.5 (worst) to 4.5 (best). Using the PESQ-
MOS tool, we evaluated the voice quality score for various
voice packets. For this evaluation, we used raw voice frame
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Fig. 22. FLR versus ABT under 200-ms threshold.

Fig. 23. End-to-end delay versus ABT.

Fig. 24. Average burst size versus ABT.

Fig. 25. FLR versus mobility under 200-ms threshold.

Fig. 26. End-to-end delay versus mobility.



as the reference input. If we give raw voice frame also as
the test input, the PESQ-MOS tool gives a score of 4.5.
Likewise, if we give the decoded bits of AMR-WB voice
frame as the test input to the PESQ-MOS tool, it gives a
score of 3.818. It is to be noted that there is a decrease of
PESQ-MOS score from 4.5 to 3.818 for the decoded AMR-
WB voice frame. This is due to a lossy compression method
used by the AMR-WB coder. Hence, the optimal PESQ-
MOS that can be obtained at the destination node,
assuming that there are no losses in the network, is 3.818.
If we give the BL decoded bits of AMR-WB voice frame of
packetization scheme as test input, it gives a score of 2.81
which corresponds to the basic quality. If we give the
decoded bits BL and description 1 or description 2 (MDC1/
MDC2) of EL of AMR-WB voice frame of packetization
scheme as test input to PESQ-MOS tool, it gives a score of
3.24. This means that, in the packetization scheme, if only
one of the two voice packet entities is successfully received,
then the destination node obtains a voice quality of 3.24. If
one of the two descriptions of AMR-WB voice frame in the
case of MD scheme is given as the test input, it gives a score
of 2.86. Fig. 27 shows the measured WB PESQ-MOS at the
destination for varying ABT. Since the BL is protected
strongly in the packetization scheme and at all the times
at least BL substream, BLi, and MDC1ELðiÞ and/or
MDC2ELðiÞ of EL substream are available at the destination
node, it performs better than the other schemes. This
quality is better than the quality obtained in the case of MD
scheme, in which only one of the two descriptions (which is
equal to BL quality) is received in case of packet loss in the
network. Fig. 28 shows the measured WB PESQ-MOS at the
destination for varying mobility. The packetization scheme
exhibits better quality compared to both layered and MD
schemes. The performance improvement of the packetiza-
tion scheme is due to the fact that it makes use of variable
packet size (due to adaptive FEC mechanism) and it better
utilizes the bandwidth for improving the perceived voice
quality. Both optimal and basic quality scores are also
shown in Figs. 27 and 28. Thus, our scheme provides the
best quality with minimal overhead at all the times
compared to the existing schemes.

6 CONCLUSIONS

By exploiting the strengths of adaptive FEC, layered

coding, and MD coding, we proposed an effective pack-

etization scheme to achieve the best perceived voice quality

while not increasing the overheads associated in transmit-

ting small-sized voice packets and, thus, making it feasible

to deploy voice application over AWNs. We measured the

perceived speech quality for different schemes by integrat-

ing the NS-2 network simulator with a real adaptive speech

codec (AMR-WB codec) and a perceived quality evaluation

system based on the WB version of ITU-T PESQ. We

presented an analytical approach based on renewal error

process to calculate the residual packet loss rate and average

burst length after error recovery. We then computed these

parameters for a GE loss process and compared with

experimental data. In our study, the two-state GE model is

used in both the algorithm’s model of the channel as well

as in the channel itself to create errors in the simulation. As

part of our future work, we plan to carry out the following:

1) evaluate the performance of our packetization scheme by

considering other channel error models in the simulation,

2) study the effect of nonreal time traffic on the real-time

traffic, and 3) demonstrate the effectiveness of our scheme

using an experimental testbed.
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